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In memory of R’ Shmuel Shmelka ben HaRav Moshe Kizelnik z”l 

 דא גזרת אורייתא !

The Magen Avraham (O.C. 

680) writes that on the 9th 

of Tamuz, 5004, Erev 

Shabbos of Parshas 

Chukas, 24 wagons filed 

with seforim were burned. 

The leaders of that 

generation were informed in 

a dream that the reason for 

this was דא גזרת אורייתא 

“Zos chukas HaTorah” (i.e. 

a certain laxity in kavod 

accorded to Torah). As a 

result, Erev Shabbos of 

Parshas Chukas  (and not   

the 9th of Tamuz)  became  

a ta’anis  for  tzaddikim.   

Although the observance of 

this fast is far from 

widespread,  it is a most 

appropriate time for all to 

be mechazek the matter of 

kedushas seforim and 

kisvei ha’kodesh. 

THIS WEEK, consider 

contributing to our Sefer 

Torah campaign or dedicate 

a sefer to our Beis Medrash 

library! Contact us today!: 

info@torahkollel.com 

- Rabbi 
Dovid Le

win 

STRATEGIC PLANNING 

 When the B’nei Yisroel asked Sichon’s permission to pass through his land, he not 

only refused, but came out and attacked them. The Jewish people prevailed and conquered 

all of Sichon’s cities and settled in the municipality of Cheshbon and its neighboring villages. 

Cheshbon was such a great city, that the posuk relates that rulers would often say, “let’s go 

to Cheshbon, and build the cities of Sichon”. 

 Chazal however, (Bava Basra 78b) interpret these words homiletically:  “those who 

rule over their yetzer hara say, ‘let’s go calculate the loss and gains of mitzvos versus 

transgressions’.”  A noble practice indeed. Yet, it seems odd that Chazal chose a posuk 

about the military overtaking of Sichon’s citiies to communicate this lesson to us. 

 HaRav Eliezer Gordon zt”l explains as follows:  Chazal understood that an effective 

war against the yetzer hara must be planned very much like a military battle.  A successful 

military plan above all else, includes the plans to capture the most strategic point first. If they 

can do that, they can capture everything else with relative ease. This was the case with 

Sichon’s empire. All the other rulers understood, that if they could first capture the city of 

Cheshbon, then everything else would be theirs. Therefore, the moshlim (rulers) declared, 

let’s go to Cheshbon first.  So if is with our battle against the yetzer hara.  We must always 

be on alert, as the Satan comes at us from all directions. However, if we learn to make a 

cheshbon, and assess our lives on a regular basis, we will have captured  the most strategic 

point on the map.  Afterwards, everything else will come easily as we will continue to build 

ourselves in this world and prepare for the next. 

 Making a cheshbon ha’nefesh is the best thing we can do to succeed in our fight 

against the yetzer hara, but it requires taking the time to stop an think, which is something 

many of us rarely do.  We are so caught up in running from here to there and back again 

that we don’t stop for a second. If only we would realize that this is part of the yetzer hara’s 

strategy.  Chazal are telling us that those who have already conquered  their yetzer hara are 

telling us that the most strategic thing we can do is to stop and assess ourselves, as that is 

the only way to build and prepare. 

ז“ ת ש ע           ח ק ת           פ ר ש ת  



 

 

 

KAVOD SEFORIM 

 The Torah (Devarim 12:3-4) bids us to destroy idols and their paraphernalia, and ends off telling us “do not do this to Hashem…” which is 

to be understood as a prohibition to erase Hashem’s name or otherwise destroy divrei Torah and kedusha. 

 One who writes divrei Torah on a blank piece of paper or in a notebook sanctifies the entire page or notebook and should not use the 
remaining space or pages for divrei chol unless he stipulated so beforehand. (Poskim. See Chayei Adam.) This would seemingly not apply to 

other pages in a pad of paper. 

 Once should place seforim in an honorable manner and not place them upside down.1 The Gemara says that one should not place a navi 
on top of a chumash, or kesuvim on top of nevi’im. According to most opinions this applies to our printed editions as well.2   As such seforim of 
Torah sheh b’al peh should be placed at the bottom, although within Torah sheh b’al peh, there is not order of preference. (i.e. a Rashba may 

be placed on top of a Gemara.)3 

 One should avoid sitting on a bench that has seforim on it.4  The status of a long bench with individual seats and one back is questionable.5 
One should not place seforim on the floor or on steps, even if no one is standing there, since this is considered derech bizayon. If the seforim 

are in a bag, one can be lenient. A small hefsek of a cardboard however, is insufficient.6 

 One should not touch seforim if his hands are not clean or he has not yet washed negel vasser. 

 One should not use seforim for other purposes7 such as to block out the sun etc. 

 One may not bring tefillin into a bathroom or change a baby’s diaper in front of them unless the tefillin are covered by two coverings. If both 
coverings are specially made for the tefillin, they are considered to be one. (For example, a tefillin bag inside the plastic covering.) One may 
place his tefillin bag inside a suitcase in order to enter a bathroom. Regarding printed seforim, many opinions hold that one covering is 

sufficient. When necessary, one may be lenient with regards to covering printed seforim of Torah sheh b’al peh such as Gemaros etc. 

 One should not place perfectly good seforim into “geniza” simply because he wants to buy a new one, as this constitutes a zilzul of the 
sefer. He should rather donate them to a shul or beis medrash. If the cost a repairing a damaged sefer is more than buying a new one, he may 

place it into geniza. 

 Old sifrei Torah are to be buried in clay vessels. (Gemara)  This will inhibit their decomposition. Other seforim should be placed in heavy 

plastic bags for the same reason.  

 Tashmishei mitzvah (such as tzitizis etc.)  should be used for another purpose.8  If not, they should be wrapped up and then placed in 

geniza.9 
 

(1) Clearly, he should not place it standing up on a shelf, upside down. Similarly, he should not place it face down on the table. Although some question this, 

since the divrei Torah are printed on both sides of the page, nevertheless, the consensus of poskim is that since we are concerned with “honoring” seforim, the 

very fact that it appears upside down is somewhat disgraceful. 

(2) Some maintain that handwritten notes should be placed on top of printed Gemara’s etc. since our seforim are not printed by impression, but rather via 

“throwing” the ink on the paper. 

(3) Regarding a siddur, some are of the opinion that by virtue of the krias ha’Torah section at the back, it has the deemed status of a  chumash. Although, if this 

is the case, the siddur should be placed on its front, doing so would detract from the kavod of the siddur itself. 

(4) If there is no room for the seforim on a different surface, it is permitted. In some yeshivas, the custom is to be lax regarding this halacha for various reasons. 

Where this is not the custom, one should not be quick to act leniently. One who is stringent even where the custom is to be lenient is praiseworthy. (See Aruch 

Hashulchan) 

(5) See Sefer Ginzei HKodesh who quotes Rav Elyashiv zt”l  as ruling that this has the status of one bench. Others disagree. It appears that if each seat has a 

separately defined back, one can consider them as being separate seats. 

(6) That which publishers and stores place them on the ground is different; since they were not yet used for learning, their kedusha is less significant. (Poskim) 

(7) Regarding using a sefer to elevate another sefer, (or making a makeshift shtender, the Taz forbids this and the Magen Avraham rules leniently, provided he 

does not use a chumash to support a gemara, for example. If the table is anyway crowded, he may be lenient. 

(8) Such as tzitzis for place markers in seforim. 

(9) Although the mechaber in Shulchan Aruch rules that they may be discarded, the Rema argues. Placing them straight into genniza is problematic since the 

seforim there actually contain kedusha and the tzitzis are far less kadosh then they. Wrapping them separately solves this problem. 

The above is merely a brief overview of the opinions of the poskim. In no way is this to be considered a comprehensive or thorough 

discussion of these halachos. As in all cases of doubt, one should consult a competent halachic authority for final rulings. 

 ד א    ג ז ר ת    א ו ר י י ת א   !ד א    ג ז ר ת    א ו ר י י ת א   !ד א    ג ז ר ת    א ו ר י י ת א   ! 
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